Baofeng Manual Programming

Set for a 2-meter repeater with a 100.0 Hz tone

Set the repeater offset \((OFFSET : 00.600)\)

MENU 26  MENU 00600  MENU  EXIT

Set the repeater offset (shift) direction \((SFT-D : -)\)

MENU 25  MENU –  MENU  EXIT

Set the repeater tone \((T-CTCS : 100.0HZ)\)

MENU 13  MENU 1000  MENU  EXIT
Store the settings in memory channel 17

First delete the memory channel contents (*DEL-CH : 017*)

```
MENU 28  MENU 017  MENU  EXIT
```

Store the radio receive (*MEM-CH : 017*) “receiving memory”

```
MENU 27  MENU 017  MENU  EXIT  
```

Store the transmit (*MEM-CH : 017*) “transmitting memory”

```
MENU  MENU  MENU  EXIT  
```